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Abstract 
According to Marie C lay (2005), preschoolers know something about the 
world of print because of their environments . Viewing or experiencing environmental 
print, the print, symbols, and logos, which surrounds young children on a daily basis, 
is just one of the ways through which they start to understand that there is meaning 
behind a symbol or that print carries meaning. During this developmental stage, 
children are beginning to understand sound-symbol relationship (Pullen & Justice, 
2003) and to associate sounds and letters with their name or with environmental print 
around them. They begin to manipulate those sounds to form sentences and express 
their ideas orally and in writing. 
I that preschoolers should have multiple opportunities to use their senses  to 
manipulate, see, hear and say a variety of letters and sounds as a way to explore and 
refine their understanding of the alphabetic principle. Exposing preschoolers to these 
literacy concepts should be through multisensory activities as songs, 
writing (teacher and student share the 
when writing), and tracing letters with shaving crean1 or sandpaper may promote 
development). 
iii 
Using multisensory approaches during literacy activities and instruction encourages 
preschoolers to work through new literacy concepts and social situations on their 
own. Multisensory approaches may support the literacy development of young 
children because they can use more than one of their five senses to help them with the 
learning process and retain information. Language and vocabulary development are 
crucial in emergent literacy development (Wasik, 20 1 0) .  
There are several purposes of this study. Perhaps most significant was for me to learn 
what happens when I integrated multisensory approaches into literacy instruction for 
preschoolers . I was curious to learn more about how the choices I make in terms of 
my instruction may influence the preschoolers ' literacy learning and their 
development 
iv 
Chapter One: Introduction 
Preschool is meant to expose children to a classroom environment in which 
they can start their academic career, as well as learn about how to handle social 
situations (Clay, 2005) .  In this setting, preschoolers begin interacting with other 
students and adults and learn how to communicate their feelings and desires as well 
as develop a range of socials skills, such as sharing. Preschoolers are also introduced 
to how a classroom is structured and the daily routines unfold. They are immersed in 
a variety of content areas : numbers are learned for math, books are shared, the 
alphabet is  learned and they begin experimenting with print through dramatic play 
and structured activities. 
I have taught in a preschool classroom and have seen how active they can be. 
They need to move around, touch things in the classroom, look at everything, and talk 
about it. I am interested in multisensory approaches to literacy instruction because 
based on what I have seen in my own preschool classroom, preschoolers need the 
ability to explore on their O\Vn and be really engaged what is going on around 
them. They are constantly in new situations and need to physically work through 
them. 
Some of these new concepts are explored before they even enter the 
to develop emergent literacy behaviors when 
listening to a parent, reading a book, or experimenting with writing. When teachers or 
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parents speak to a child, the child gains awareness of oral language and starts to 
understand various sounds, intonations and inflections and that there is meaning to 
what is being said. Phonological awareness is the knowledge of the sound units 
(phonemes) used in a language, including the ability to hear and produce separate 
phonemes (Mayer, 2008) . This awareness will lead children to develop decoding 
skills in reading. Conversations with children can greatly impact a child' s  
phonological awareness .  
Viewing or experiencing environmental print -print, symbols, and logos, 
which are all  around children on a daily basis- is just one of the ways in which 
young children, start to understand that there is meaning behind a symbol or that print 
carries meaning. Some young children may know the "golden arches" for 
McDonalds, or can recognize the Oreo box. This is an important step in how a child 
emerges or literacy development. Preschoolers are beginning to 
understand literary concepts with a sound-symbol relationship (Pullen & 
2003) .  Teachers can use environmental print the classroom to help children explore 
print and other literary concepts . 
Through dramatic play and other social play situations, preschoolers begin to 
use their literacy ski ll s  with speaking and listening to work through social problems. 
They start to reason with each other as to why or how they want to play a certain 
or they why they felt hurt if other preschoolers took their toy. 
also learn how to share their fee lings with others and learn how to listen to others 
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when they are feeling sad or angry about a situation. Teachers of preschoolers can 
encourage them to talk through problems with their peers and learn how to handle a 
variety of social situations using their words . 
Multisensory approaches to literacy instruction are more effective than other 
more traditional ways of teaching because these activities can really engage the 
student with their learning (Pia get, 1 973 ). The traditional way of teaching, in all types 
of instruction including literacy, really just focuses on students listening and watching 
the teacher. Students, who are engaged in hand-on activities, using more than one of 
their senses, are more likely to retain information and are able to build upon that 
knowledge because they have physically learned it (Piaget, 1 973).  
I was excited to see that if I use hands-on, multisensory activities having 
children listen, write, speak and read will it help them develop their knowledge of 
literacy? I wanted to see how multisensory approaches, or using more than one of the 
senses while learning, promote the literacy development of preschoolers .  
Hands on activities and multisensory activities  are two very similar terms. 
Being "hands on" is being physically involved the activities in some way. 
Multisensory activities are using more than one or two of the senses to explore a new 
Multisensory approaches may be helpful in supporting the 
development of young children because they can use their five senses to help them 
with the learning process and retain information. 
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Significance of the Problem 
In the state of New York, there are no set standards or required preschool 
curriculum used in this district at the time of the study; however, some preschool 
administrators and directors from across the state have adopted programs for their 
own preschool curriculum (PreK Now, 20 1 0). These programs are planned around 
goals that integrate learning across all aspects of a preschooler's development 
(cognitive, physical, social, and en1otional). Many preschools may use kindergarten 
standards to help guide their program and help shape their curriculum (PreKNow, 
20 1 0) .  And as a result, not every preschool is focusing on the same curriculum or 
content and preschool teachers are left to plan their classroom lessons however they 
see fit. 
Additionally, students in preschool begin to learn how to handle social 
difficulties and different social situations. They are learning to share and corporate 
with other children and need to have physical examples as to how to take care of 
those new social situations. When problems arise during 
use that to provide insight as to how one should resolve the problem. How can 
one use his/her words to describe what they are feeling? Instead of pushing or hitting, 
teachers need to use times to show how to about 
Social-emotional development tasks are another large part of preschool and I 
observed how social situations may help promote the development literacy skills. 
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Using hands-on, multisensory approaches to all literacy encourage 
preschoolers to work through new concepts, literacy, and social situations. If a 
student is shown the letter and told the sound, he/she may not be able to hold onto 
that information because he/she really did not do anything with it. However, if a 
student can trace the letter "A" on sandpaper, say the name and the sound while 
tracing the letter they are then, listening to the sound of the letter, visually looking at 
the letter, and physically touching the letter, they will be using more than one of their 
senses to manipulate the letter "A" and hopefully understanding more about the letter. 
This can be one way that using multisensory approaches to literacy can help enhance 
instruction and may also enhance learning. 
Purposes of the Study 
There are several purposes of this study. Perhaps most significant was for me 
to what happens when I integrate multisensory approaches into literacy 
instruction for preschoolers . l was curious to learn more about how the choices I 
make in terms of my instruction influenced the preschoolers ' learning and their 
development. \Vith this study, I -vvas looking to see ho-vv teachers can develop literacy 
curriculum for preschool and effective approaches using multisensory activities. 
I hoped to become a more effective and efficient researcher, as well as a tnore 
teacher from conducting this study. I also hoped to improve my own 
knowledge how incorporate literacy instructions and engaging activities into 
preschool curriculum. I wanted to improve how I incorporated all aspects of literacy 
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and how I observed the preschoolers ' reactions and use of the aspects of literacy on 
their own. Over the course of the six weeks, I had multiple opportunities to observe 
the children and see how they use different aspects of literacy throughout their day. I 
learned from the children, who helped guide my own activities and enhanced my 
instruction of future children. Gretchen Owocki and Yetta Goodman (2002) state that 
"effective teachers consciously consider what they believe about language, learning, 
children, and their worlds" (p. 3) .  I took my own beliefs about the positive effects of 
multisensory learning and saw how that influenced the classroom I did my research 
ln. 
To examine how preschoolers use listening, speaking, writing, and reading, I 
posed the following question: How does incorporating multisensory approaches into 
literacy instruction influence the literacy development preschoolers? 
Study 
I conducted this qualitative study over a six week period with seven 
students ,  ages ranging from to years girls and boys . These students 
·�Tr."'..-"'""'n a local universal pre-kindergarten (UPK) classroom. 
program to provide quality for four olds in a suburban area 
Now, 1 0) .  program was two and a half hours a day. I collected data 
observations of children in small and large group activities, conversations 
with students, interviews with their teacher, anecdotal notes, and short observational 
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assessments after our multisensory literacy activities together. I created multisensory 
literacy activities around the theme of "springtime" to correlate with the teacher ' s  
themes of weather, bugs, and gardening. I presented activities in which the children 
used dirt to draw letters while listening and saying the sounds, using seeds to create 
letters ,  singing songs about springtime, discussed springtime activities, drawing 
pictures and writing stories about spring and listening to read alouds focused on a 
spring . Movement was incorporated during songs and physical activities to help aid 
in their understanding of springtime using all areas of literacy. 
Rationale 
I chose this  particular UPK classroom because I was very familiar with it. I 
was a UPK teacher previously this school district. I had background knowledge of 
the program because I had taught UPK and was ab le to use that information to help 
shape this study. 
During the data collection I used authentic assessment to gauge 
where to go next in terms of my instruction and integration the multisensory 
activities. Observation was the main way collecting data because I thought it was 
crucial to watch how children interacted with vanous ._._,,L,...,...,..,,, 
reading, writing, '"''-'"'"'u ......... ,..,, speaking and and incorporated it 
activities. This information helped shape my activities that [implemented in study 
and also I looked at how the l r\ 1-.n.rn-... -:. collected fit 
the 
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I also engaged the children in conversations in hopes of finding out their 
thoughts about the different literacy experiences .  Barbara Wasik (20 1 0) states 
"opportunities to scaffold children' s  language are often natural, unplanned events" (p. 
624). Talking with children helped promote their language skills and give them 
opportunities to use descriptive language as well as learn new words (Dickinson & 
Tabors, 200 1 ) .  
Interviewing the classroom teacher helped me  understand how she uses 
reading, writing, listening and speaking in the classroom and her own thoughts about 
how to promote the literacy growth of her preschoolers. More importantly, I used this 
study to find out how teachers can use multisensory approaches to literacy instruction 
in preschool classrooms and how to engage young children in reading, writing, 
speaking, viewing and listening activities. 
Literacy 
Summary 
many ways create the foundation learning. 
Throughout his or her day, a preschooler is continually being introduced to new 
concepts, and benefits from appealing ways to explore those new concepts. There are 
many different ways that preschoolers can be engaged in learning. 
six week study, I used activities that activated the children' s  senses to engage them 
in learning. I explored literary methods using multisensory approaches to literacy 
instruction and looked at how the children respond and develop their literacy skills 
8 
and abilities . Students ' behaviors and social skills also provided information as to 
how all areas of literacy are represented in the classroom and everyday life .  
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Chapter Two: Literature Review 
Preschoolers are expanding upon their knowledge of literacy and social skills 
every day. However, literacy is not always taught in a traditional way. Multisensory 
activities can help enhance literacy learning and development and be supplemental to 
other activities. Social situations can also help preschooler learn how to solve social 
problems using their literacy skills .  In this chapter, I examine the categories of 
research within the area of using multisensory activities to enhance young children' s  
emergent literacy and social skills. 
Emergent Literacy 
Paige C.  Pullen and Laura M. Justice (2003) discussed the importance of 
emergent literacy for academic success and smooth transitioning into reading. 
Research suggests that schools are lacking a set curriculum and universal standards 
to make sure all preschoolers are given a high-quality preschool education. Pullen and 
Justice' s  study focused on research that states emergent literacy has three factors 
associated with the success reading in older grade levels .  Those factors include 
phonological awareness ,  print awareness  and oral language. 
Marie C lay (2005) also suggests that preschoolers already know something 
about literacy because of their been 
10 
exposed to logos and words from cereal boxes, fast food restaurants and television 
that may aid in their learning of print. 
Phonological Awareness 
Phonological awareness develops in preschoolers as they understand small and 
large units of oral language. Preschoolers understand smaller units such as 
morphemes (smallest unit of language) and phonemes (sound units), and also larger 
units such as words and syllables . Preschoolers also start to recognize and understand 
the letters of the alphabet and connect that to phonological awareness .  Preschoolers 
use their understanding of the alphabet and phonological awareness to start decoding 
and recognizing words in their environments. 
Print Awareness 
When preschoolers start to explore symbols and around start to 
develop an awareness  of print. Preschoolers begin to understand that print carries 
meaning. Interacting with Environmental print is one way in which preschoolers 
begin to make meaning. The "Golden Arches" of McDonalds is a symbol that many 
preschoolers recognize and know as a place where they can get a Happy Meal. . 
These associations of logos and symbols can a start to to ...,�_,,_,...,...,,.U ...... .,...,IJA.U, .... 
understanding print contains meaning. 
Preschoolers may also start to "read" books. Although they 
what all words rnean, they begin to understand that print on 
11 
not yet know 
page contains 
some sort of meaning to the picture. Preschoolers may also write symbols or random 
letters to go along with a picture they have drawn showing that they know print 
contains meaning. 
Virginia Cronin, Denise Farrell, and Mary Delaney ( 1 999) conducted a study 
to see how environmental print and print awarenes s  affected word reading in 
preschoolers . The study took place in a local daycare center that had mostly a middle 
class population. Each preschooler was screened given four words to identify; if they 
were able to read one of the screening words they were eliminated. After screening, 
1 8  non reading children took part in the s tudies ( 1 4  males, 4 females) that were 
between the ages of four and five. The 1 8  preschoolers were then given the Peabody 
Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT) which assessed receptive vocabulary, An 
Environmental Signs and Logo Test was also given. This test had accurate 
reproductions of 1 0 drawings or environmental with name. example, the 
logo of McDonald' s  was use with a picture of the golden arches and the word 
McDonald' s  printed at the bottom of the arches .  Each environmental print logo also 
had a matching control word printed on a separate card. McDonald's had a control 
word of "n1onster". The control words were matches as closely as possible to logo 
word. preschooler was tested individually. Each card was shown to the 
preschooler and 
for it to be correct. 
were what it exact word had to m 
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Many of the preschoolers were able to identify the environmental logos, all 
students identified McDonalds and 1 7  were able to identify the environmental logo 
"stop". However, according to the PPVT scores, there was no correlation between the 
environmental print logos and the controlled word. After analyzing the data, the 
researchers found that general verbal knowledge may not be responsible for word 
learning. Specific experiences with each logo may support reading. Also, 
environmental print influences the preschooler to learn that word and may learn more 
quickly when it is attached to a logo they is familiar with (Cronin, Farrell, and 
Delaney, 1 999) . 
Oral Language Development 
Preschoolers should also be encouraged to talk! Pullen and Justice ' s  (2003) 
concluded that preschoolers who had trouble with oral language skills are more likely 
to experience literacy problems such as developing a reading disability. 
Hilary Ruston and Paula J. Schwanenflugel (20 1 0) looked at how the use or 
oral language in conversations '"''"'""'"U .. U"'"'"" '"''U a preschooler' s  £.._YU.Y\C>."\T of CnT1',rC>('C'·HTD 
language. a ten preschoolers (30 43 boys) who were four 
years old were conversations with others that promoted complex talk 
vocabulary. 
73 preschoolers came from four full day preschool programs 
that were child-center based. centers were all in the same 
lottery-funded program. preschooler was given a pretest using the L.l.t>.L""""'''' 
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Vocabulary Test (EVT) and also tested on lexical diversity. From these results, each 
preschooler was matched into pairs with another preschooler that matched, or came 
close to matching, their results based on the EVT. One preschooler of each pair was 
randomly selected as the participant of the experiment while the other was the 
control .  
Four senior undergraduate students were selected to become the "talking 
buddies" of the preschoolers selected. These talking buddies attended a four hour 
training before intervention. This training taught good general conversation 
techniques in order to foster vocabulary development in children. One talking buddy 
was assigned to each center after the training. Each talking buddy had 3-5 pairs of 
children to work with. 
Talking buddies met with each pair selected to be in the study for 24 minutes 
two times a week for 1 0  weeks . This totaled 500 minutes of conversation with the 
preschoolers. They met in a quiet area with pre-picked conversation topics and props 
(pets, holidays,  toys) initial sessions. As the sessions progressed, 
conversation was geared toward student interest as the talking buddy became familiar 
with each preschooler. Throughout the session, the talking buddy use rare words (say 
hurnongous for the word large), ask questions and expand the preschoolers thinking. 
They would also ask open-ended questions. Language san1ples were also recorded 
20 1 0) .  
1 4  
The results of this study showed a significant improvement preschoolers 
lexical diversity and use of expressive vocabulary. A post test was given for the 
Expressive Vocabulary test and lexical diversity. After the 500 minutes of 
intervention, the mean score of the Expressive Vocabulary test increased by 4.8 and 
mean score of lexical diversity increased by 7 .8 .  As for the control group who did not 
receive the 500 minutes of intervention, the mean score for the Expressive 
Vocabulary test only increased by 1 .08  and their lexical diversity increased by 3.99. 
Those who received the extra time with genuine conversations did much better than 
those who did not. This study shows how important oral language is and how 
conversations and aid in a preschoolers understanding of language. 
Explicit Instruction 
results of Pullen and Justice ' s  study demonstrated that in order for 
preschoolers to high-quality literacy instruction to phonological 
awareness ,  print awareness, and oral language development, they need to be given 
activities, not drill-like instruction. Preschoolers begin with a basic understanding of 
literacy and should be taught in a meaningful and engaging ways to help them 
develop a deeper understanding and expand upon knowledge they already have 
(Pullen Justice, 2003) 
hands on 
meaningful activities to instead skill and is not 
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implemented in nearly enough preschools around the world. This was looked into by 
Janelle Young (2009). In her study, Janelle investigated the need for instruction to 
support emergent literacy and found there was little evidence that teachers in 
Australia were putting any emphasis on emergent literacy at all . 
During her five month study, Young worked with 50  preschool children from 
one preschool in North Queensland with two teachers . Young conducted a pre and 
post screening of the children' s  emergent literacy skills and interviewed the teacher 
interviews. The pre/post test consisted of seven areas : 
-Word Finding Vocabulary Test (Renfrew, 1 996) 
-Sutherland Phonological Awareness  Test Revised (SP AT)-syllable counting, 
rhyme detection and production (Neilson, 2003) 
-Self portrait/writing own name/identifying letters (Justice, Invemizzi, Geller, 
Sullivan & Welsch, 2005) 
-Writing vocabulary based on self portrait (Clay, 1 993) 
-Alphabet Identification (McKenna & Stahl, 2003) 
-Concepts About Print (Clay, 1 993) 
During 
from a local university and ways that 
literacy activities in a play-based program. The teachers then in1plemented new 
and encouraged socio-dramatic play. The teacher one class set up a shop while 
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other teacher set up a restaurant to stimulate play activities. The teachers encouraged 
oral language and engaged meaningful interactions with students. 
The results of the post test given showed that the preschoolers ' ability to 
identify letters in the alphabet improved by 80. 1 8  percent and their Concepts About 
Print (Clay, 2003) increased 46. 8 1  percent. Every assessment improved by, at the 
very least, 1 9 . 39  percent. These results show that by embedding engaging and 
meaningful literacy activities into daily literacy instruction can help improve skills in 
preschoolers that will aid in their academic success in later grades .  
Multisensory Approaches to Literacy 
Monica Campbell, Shawnna Helf and Nancy Cooke (2008) looked at the 
benefits of adding multisensory approaches to literacy. The researchers explored the 
idea that supplementary multisensory activities  enhanced student's ability to read, 
decode and spell with the strongest effects being in younger children, such as 
kindergarten. 
Over 20 sessions (each session lasting 1 0- 1 2 minutes) researchers 
8 year olds and one 7 year old supplemental multisensory literacy instruction 
letter/sound correspondences, segmenting, word reading and connected text 
researchers gave the students a and post test using the Indicators 
Basic Early Literacy Skills (DIBELS) 
multisensory additions were as follows : 
sounds within nonsense words. The 
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five, 
Task 
Addition 
Letter/Sound 
Correspondence 
Segmenting 
hand. 
Word Reading 
Connected 
(Campbell, 
Normal Instruction 
Teacher touches under letter 
and student says sound. 
Teacher says a word slowly 
without stopping between sounds 
student repeats the word saying it 
slowly before writing word on 
a dry erase board. 
Teacher points to a word in 
isolation and the student practices 
as they sound them out. 
orally from 
the teacher' s manual or storybook. 
and Cooke, 2008,  p. 276) 
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Multisensory 
Student looks at 
each letter 
states the sound, 
and forms 
the letter in a 
carpet square. 
Teacher says the 
word slowly 
without stopping 
between the 
sounds and the 
student taps 
out the words 
using the 
nondominant 
The 
student uses  
magnetic letters 
to make words. 
student taps 
out words 
sounding out the 
word slowly, 
without pausing 
r>f->PlH<->t:>or> the 
sounds. Then, 
student reads 
the word the 
way. 
The student taps 
out all unknown 
words. 
The results of the multisensory activities in addition to normal teaching 
instruction showed that all six students improved by the end of the 20 session study. 
All students increased the amount of nonsense words read for the D IBELS 
assessment by at the very least four words. One student increased the amount of 
words read by 20 words, while another increased by 1 5  words. Gains were made in 
oral reading and fluency during this intervention using multisensory activities. 
Debora L. Scheffel ,  Jack C. Shaw, and Rose Shaw (2008) conducted a 
multisensory study looking at how effective a supplementary multisensory reading 
program was for first grade students. The researchers implemented a multisensory 
program created by the Institute of Multi -Sensory Education (IMSE) in addition to 
the Orton-Gillingham Reading Program. 
The participants came from different school s  within the same suburban 
school district in Colorado. Over 1 8,000 first grade students were used in this study. 
American, 1 percent Native American, and 1 percent Asian. 
Researchers tested the students using the Dynatnic Indicators of Basic 
Skills and then placed a risk status (low, or 
based on their results. The DIBELS assessment tested the student's skills of 
phonemic awareness, alphabetic principle, and fluency with connected text. There 
was a treatment group, which consisted of students. group received 90 
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minutes each day of the core reading program and then an additional 3 0  tninutes each 
day of the multi-sensory reading program. This additional program was taught in 
small groups for the entire school year. The comparison (control) group, which 
consisted of 476 first grade students, only received the 90 minutes of core reading 
instruction a day. Teachers were given 3 0  hours of training before they implemented 
the additional multisensory program and they were also observed three times a year 
by a person from IMSE. 
The treatment group received the extra 3 0  minutes a day of multisensory 
learning used visual, auditory, and kinesthetic teachings of phonetic concepts, 
encoding/decoding words, writing/reading sentences, and vocabulary words.  The 
treatment group was given sand trays, blending boards and syllable division cards to 
help aid their learning. 
researchers tested students using the 
winter and spring. The assessment conducted in the fall showed that 1 8 . 3  percent of 
the treatment 
considered "high risk" for understanding phonemic awareness .  By spring, only 0 .9  
percent were considered "high risk" in  the treatment group and 1 .  7 percent the 
companson group. 
For the alphabetic principle assessment, the treatment group had a high risk 
treatment 
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risk 
fall. 
the 
comparison group had 8 .4 percent. There were no significant differences measured 
between the treatment group and comparison group for the assessment of fluency 
with connected text. 
However, in all of the assessments the treatment group had a smaller range of 
testing scores throughout the year making the assessment more homogeneous. Also, 
by spring, the treatment group had 95 . 5  percent of students considered low risk for in 
phonemic awareness  with only .9 percent considered high risk. The researchers 
interviewed the teachers at the end of the year and all stated that they were satisfied 
with the extra multisensory program and thought it made improvement in their 
students ' education. Overall, the treatment group did make significant improvement 
with the use of multisensory approaches to learning. 
These studies prove how effective multisensory approaches can be. 
Multisensory approaches embrace many ways of (visually, auditory, 
kinesthetic) therefore reaching more learning needs of students. 
Social and Literacy 
Gretchen Owocki and Yetta Goodman (2002) discussed the idea classroom 
socialization learning social through literacy activities. A preschool 
""'''1-•n•r\ and a 
to rnistakes ,  and (Owocki and 
G�oodman, 2002). Preschoolers should know that they are a safe community and 
are able to use the environment to aid their learning.  Owocki and Goodman 
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also present the idea that sociocultural experiences shape literacy learning. 
Preschoolers come to school with knowledge about social skills from their own 
family and culture with plays out in dramatic play. All children have some knowledge 
of literacy and they are able to build upon this knowledge while learning and 
developing their social skills through play. 
Owocki and Goodman stress the importance of observation of children when 
it comes to social skills and literacy. They suggest teachers consider the following 
questions while observing young children: 
skills .  
what settings does the child use more or less oral language? 
which settings does the child appear comfortable? 
-Is the child attentive when others are speaking? 
-In what ways does the child adapt and adjust language to new situations and 
settings? 
what settings does the child need further support? 
(Owocki and Goodman, 2002, p 1 3) 
By asking questions, teachers may be able to see how preschoolers are 
are able to use language to work through social problems. As 
preschoolers play, they begin to learn more about each other. Preschoolers use their 
own knowledge of implement that play. may play doctor, or 
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grocery store. Preschoolers use language to express their ideas about what to play 
with others (Owocki and Goodman, 2002). 
Kathy Kalmar (2008) explored the idea of social skills and literacy and play. 
Kalmar urged the use of language in preschool classrooms and presented the idea that 
the noise coming from talking is good in the classroom and teachers should not 
expect children to be quiet. Language is crucial to literacy skills such as learning 
vocabulary, understanding speech, and using language to express one ' s  own thinking. 
However, language is a powerful tool when it comes to learning social skills in play 
as well .  Teachers should "set the stage" for preschoolers by giving children props in 
their centers and providing opportunities for talking and working through problems 
together. 
Kalmar believes that dramatic play is an ideal activity for children to explore 
language and social skills. When children play, they assign roles to each others, set 
rules and expectations, negotiate, and directions. If children play in a block 
center they need to communicate about what to build, what will and what won't, 
decide where to build and problem solve. Play becomes much more complex when 
preschoolers are encouraged to talk, listen, and watch each other. 
providing a print-rich and language-rich classroom will help enhance preschoolers' 
literacy and social skills (Kalmar, 2008). 
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Summary 
When it comes to preschool, opportunities for literacy learning and 
development are everywhere. Even well known signs and symbols (environmental 
print) can be connected to literacy and help preschoolers realize that print has 
meaning. Preschoolers need to be able to manipulate and explore literacy without any 
boundaries. They should be encouraged to play and talk in order to use their own 
knowledge of literacy and develop their social skills and abilities .  A silent classroom 
does not always mean that students are simply well-behaved and on task. 
Preschoolers need opportunities discover literacy on their own and learn social 
skills through hands-on learning activities, having multisensory activities for literacy 
available to them, meaningful and engaging experiences, and also feeling comfortable 
their environment to play and interact with others. 
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Chapter Three: Methods and Procedures 
The purpose of this study was to explore how incorporating multisensory 
approaches and activities into literacy instn1ctions influence the literacy development 
of preschoolers . I was looking to see how teachers can develop literacy curriculum for 
preschool and find effective approaches using multisensory activities .  
Specific elements of  multisensory approaches include the use of  all five 
senses and having the students actively involved. Throughout the study, I paid 
special attention to how students use their senses to explore and comprehend literacy 
in a variety of activities using multisensory strategies . 
I explored the following research questions: 
does incorporating multisensory approaches into literacy 
influence the 
development of preschoolers? 
can curriculum be planned around multisensory 
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Participants 
For this research study, I worked with 7 out of 1 5  Universal Pre-Kindergarten 
(UPK) students who attended a local ,  off-site childcare center in a suburban school 
district in western New York. These students attended preschool each morning, 
Monday-Friday, for two and a half hours a day. The class consisted of six boys and 
nine girls .  Most of the 1 5  preschoolers came from a middle class suburban family. I 
chose this UPK class because of the accessibility of the childcare center and my prior 
professional work at the center for UPK in previous years. I ensured the 
confidentiality of the participants through the use of pseudonyms.  
Context of Study 
I completed my research in a classroom that is not my own at a local childcare 
center that I have previously employed at. I was famil iar schedule  and 
layout of the classroom, as well as am familiar with many of the students who attend. 
classroom had an open layout with seven defined center areas (science,  
'"""�'"'·U"" .• '", blocks, puzzles/ games, writing) .  Children were able to rotate 
through centers . 
The daily schedule was fast paced and structured. Children came in and had 
time with weather, colors alphabet, and any 
news. they enjoyed snack before they into center 
The teacher then chose the centers for the day, including a guided art proj ect and 
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guided content center. After centers, there was a whole group read aloud. At the close 
of two and a half hour program, the children were able to either go to the gym or to 
the playground before being picked up to leave. 
I implemented my research during the designated center time. There were 
many different ways I approached data collection. I led some of my own activities, 
(as in a guided literacy center), I was actively involved with dramatic play in a variety 
of centers, and some days I was only observing centers . 
My Positionality as the Researcher 
I was currently finishing up the requirements of my graduate program for a 
master' s degree in childhood literacy during the time of this  study. I had a New York 
initial teaching certificate childhood 1 just 
applied for my early childhood extension. I spent the 2009-20 1 0  school year teaching 
Universal at particular s ite I conducted study and had an interest 
literacy because of this .  
I have spent the UPK classroom prior to the start of study as a 
to acclimate to the students and for them to acclimate to you. I wanted to make sure 
I was not distracting coming and out of the classroom. 
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I believe that children need to be actively engaged and involved in their own 
learning. Children will be able to accomplish this by working together, as well as 
individually, to explore, discover, and understand new knowledge. For this to happen, 
children need to find answers and explanations on their own. Teachers should not be 
there to just transmit data, but to help children understand information, make 
connections and coach them to reach their own potential 
Data Collection 
I collected data in a two different ways : observation and interviews. 
Observations 
My main approach for collecting data was through observation. I documented 
what the children did during their time at UPK, and our together during the 
multisensory activities .  I recorded the students ' conversations with each other and 
their teacher during activities and their free play. I also observed how the students 
reacted to literacy activities I provided, as well as what kinds literacy they may 
have inserted into own play. I also observed the teacher and watched how 
she used literacy in the classroom, interacted with her students, and how she 
on�sente:a opportunities for literacy within 
classroom. 
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classroom, as well as 
Interviews 
I interviewed the UPK teacher and recorded her thoughts about 
literacy and how she supports her students' literacy development (see Appendix C). I 
was curious to learn about the kinds of activities she engaged her class in and if she 
had noticed how her class learns best. I was hoping the teacher could give me insight 
as to how I could plan my activities to enhance her own literacy instruction that she 
had already set in place. All participants remained anonymous through the use of 
pseudonyms. 
Data Analysis 
I used my observations, interviews, and conversations to triangulate my data 
to see how multisensory approaches promoted literacy growth preschoolers the 
c lassroom. In order to do this ,  I transcribed all conversations with students, as well as 
teacher interview to analyze how literacy is viewed and in the classroom. 
I looked for patterns in my observations to look for any reoccurring themes or 
categories.  I also be coding for patterns that I see. 
answers into my 
observations and they align with any the patterns or categories that have 
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Time Schedule 
I began my data collection in the end April and continued through June of the 
20 1 0-20 1 1 school years . The frequency of my observations and interviews depended 
on the teacher 's  available schedule, but were mostly between three to four times a 
week for one and a half hours a day. 
Procedures 
Week 1. 
- I conducted one initial one hour observation of the students in play and structured 
literacy activity. 
- I  conducted an interview with the UPK teacher about her thoughts of literacy and 
how she promotes literacy her classroom. 
Week2 
-I had conversations each student during free play recorded 
thoughts about their own opinion of reading, writing, listening, and speaking. 
Week 3 and Week 4 and Week 5 
I planned and implemented multisensory literacy activities in addition to the 
on a theme. 
-I observed the class in small and large group and watch their engagement of literacy 
my and their own play. 
Week6 
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-Next, I had the same literacy conversations with each student as before and record 
their thoughts after our activities together. 
-I then looked at my observations, interviews, and conversation records from the 
beginning of my time research and after I have implemented multisensory activities to 
see how students perceived literacy. 
Criteria for Trustworthiness 
My goal for this research was to present my observations, notes, and the 
interviews in a truthful and professional manner. I took preventative measures to 
maintain the privacy of students involved and recorded observations and notes in a 
non-judgmental way to limit any data collection that may be bias or influenced on 
personal feelings. 
Limitations 
As with all research studies, this  study was bound by several limitations. I was 
limited with time due to scheduled days off for the school district. Spring break also 
occurred right in the middle of my study. Therefore, I had to add time each day to 
collect the necessary amount of data and implement multisensory literacy activities .  
interview with she thinks I 
am looking for instead of her own personal ideas. 
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Chapter Four: Findings 
The purpose of this study was to learn what happens when I integrated 
multisensory approaches into my literacy instruction of preschoolers. I conducted the 
study at a local childcare center where I engaged the students in multisensory 
activities three times a week for one hour a day over six weeks . The seven students, 
five girls and two boys, who participated in the study were all in the age range 
between four years nine rnonths and four years and eleven months and lived in a 
suburban area in western New York. 
Over the course of the weeks, I explored the research questions: 
-How does incorporating multisensory approaches into literacy instruction 
influence the literacy development of preschoolers? 
-How can curriculum be planned around multisensory activities? 
Throughout the research process I collected data through observational notes,  
sources of 
each research question that I 
As I analyzed the and observation data through a process of reading 
and reading and coding for themes began to language 
played a distinct role the students' abilities to learn social behaviors and literacy 
skills . All seven students used oral language to explain their understandings of 
to talk about or dramatic play. 
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Students needed opportunities to play with different types of literacy activities in 
order to see that it involved more than books and coloring activities, and students 
seemed to be more active in their learning when using multisensory activities. 
In this chapter, I discuss the weekly activities that I conducted with the s even 
preschoolers during guided multisensory activities, center play, and independent 
activities. 
Student/Teacher Interviews and Observations-Week 1 
Students Interviews 
Student interviews were the first item I conducted. The students' responses to 
the ten intervie\v questions , adapted from Owocki and Goodman (2002), provided me 
a of their understanding of literacy. All seven students answered that 
order to read, they need books and that they enj oy when adults read to Amanda 
that thought because I can letters 
books." Celia thought that reading was "fun because I can sound out words and read 
like a teacher." Calvin said "reading is boring, but sometimes I like the pictures ." 
Irene and Ethan both said they "like to read." Ella thought that her teacher ' s  "reading 
is fun, especially it's and The Chipmunks."  A very thought that reading was 
school," but mom "reads to and her 
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One idea that seemed to be interwoven into all seven of the students ' 
responses was the meaning of writing. All seven students said writing was "coloring 
pictures," or "coloring letters ." When I prompted the students to say more about 
writing, they gave examples of writing/coloring such as making a "card for their 
mom/dad," "drawing a picture for someone," or "writing their name."  It was my 
perspective that they seemed to have a basic understanding about writing and that it 
involves letters or pictures that were attached to some sort of meaning. 
When I asked questions about when they talk to their friends, all seven 
students replied "at school. "  Also, I asked each student the question about what was 
his/her favorite part of school. Amanda, Irene, Calvin, and Ethan answered "play 
centers" while Celia and Ella said "outside time" and A very answered "reading with 
Miss Cathy. 
From my interview with Miss  Cathy, the classroom teacher, I recognized that 
she held literacy to a high standard. She indicated that she encourages students to be 
active in reading, \Vriting, listening, speaking, and viewing. Miss Cathy defined 
literacy as an "understanding of print/symbols, involving yourself with text environmental 
print, and understanding that print contains meaning." Miss Cathy's students take home 
literacy kits , which include a book and several activities that go along with the story, a word 
wall , which includes all of the students' names, as well as the words "a, the, and, it. 
Miss Cathy stated that "some of the students who have begun to write words use this wall as 
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a resource when writing." She conducts "read alouds once a day with a strong introduction to 
the book" and makes sure to have students do a retelling of the story or find their favorite 
parts of each story. Miss Cathy "continually encourages students to make connections or 
prediction." 
Miss Cathy believes that environmental print plays a strong role in students' 
development of early literacy skills and she brings in logos and symbols that are often seen 
out of schools. In the kitchen center, for example, Miss Cathy hung Wegmans and 
McDonald's signs. She does not think "at this time her students understand the huge 
importance literacy will play in their lives as they grow older." 
Oral Language 
Oral language played a significant role throughout this study. Students were 
able to talk to each other, which led them to be able to work through problems. 
an activity using magnetic students used language to problem solve and work 
together. 
Calvin: 
Irene : 
Ethan: 
Amanda: 
Ethan: 
Amanda: 
Ethan: 
(Amanda turns 
the wall) 
can't reach the letters ! 
Put it in the middle ! 
I will dutnp some in the middle, okay? 
I need an N !  
i s  one ! 
No, this is a Z. 
it is? 
around. Ethan checks the alphabet poster on 
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Ethan: Oh! I see ! 
A problem came up when all four students making their names could not 
reach the j ar of magnet letters . Irene had the idea to put the jar in the middle and 
Ethan took that idea further by dumping out the letters so that everyone would not 
have their hands in the j ar at the same time. Amanda faced a challenge when she 
could not find the letter "N" for her name. Ethan tried to help when he gave her a "Z" 
that was turned around, which made it look like a N. Amanda physically turned the 
letter around and Ethan was able to understand by double checking with the resources 
(ABC Poster, Word Wall) in the classroom to see that the letter was a "Z", not an 
"N". 
After they had made their names, they discussed how to come up with a way 
to clean up their mess .  
(Some letters were on the floor and under the table after the activity) 
Ethan: 
Amanda: 
Calvin: 
We have too much to clean up ! 
(to Calvin) I-ley !  I was putting my letters in the j ar first! 
Stop pushing me! 
They keep falling on the floor when you push me ! 
How bout you them off the floor and put them on 
table and l will put jar? and 
Calvin) 
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The group seemed to understand that only one person could put letters in the 
j ar at a time or else they would fall out. Irene was able to problem solve by 
designating that the other students pick up the letters on the floor and put them on the 
table. Irene then took the letters off the table and placed them in the jar. They all 
were able to work together to quickly clean up so they could switch to the next center. 
During another center I observed, the students were given a picture of a pond 
from Miss  Cathy with different animals and objects that may or may not be found in 
the pond. Their j ob was to look at each picture and decide if it is found in the pond. 
The group worked through this activity by talking with each other and the Miss 
Cathy. The activity lasted ten minutes. 
Amanda: 
Ethan: 
Amanda: 
Irene: 
What is this? 
Lily pads l That belongs in the pond 
What are lily pads? 
Remernber we made then1 in art? They are for 
frogs ! 
Miss Cathy: What belong in the pond? 
Calvin: A lion! (holding a lion 
Ella: Polar bears ! (holding up a polar bear picture) 
(Teacher shows a picture of cattails to Avery) 
Miss What is this? 
Avery: U tn, tadpoles or something? 
Ethan: I don't  know 
Teacher: Cattails .  
(Laughter and confusion entire group) 
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Calvin: 
Teacher: 
Atnanda: 
Cattails? Those aren 't cat tails, Miss Cathy !  
Not  cat tails like the tail on your pet cat. These are 
called cattails .  
They are a plant that grows in the pond. 
That ' s  a silly name for a plant ! 
The third center that I observed was guided by the teacher, Miss Cathy. The 
students had markers to fill in the blank with the missing beginning letters of words 
on a worksheet. Each worksheet focused on three difierent letters. For example, one 
worksheet focused on the letters C ,  and N .  Miss Cathy guided the students through 
three of the words and then had them complete the last three independently. 
Ella: I don ' t  know what ' lion' starts with. 
Miss Cathy: Well, it starts like the first one we did together. What 
was the first one we did? 
Ella :  Urn, L-1-1-leaf! L? 
Miss Cathy: Yes ! Leaf and lion start with the same letter, 
and Miss Cathy explored the letter L farther by thinking of other words 
that started with the letter L such as lamp, lamb, and 
this I noticed that Amanda 
have a difficult time "B". girls would write the letter 
backwards (a reversal) . However, both students used resources around the roon1 to 
help them look at how the are formed. Irene had the word "Ball" in which 
needed to fill in the letter "'B". She wrote the letter "B" backwards and then stared at 
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it for a second. She then took her paper up to the alphabet poster and checked her 
"B". When she got back to her seat she erased the letter and re-wrote it correctly 
saying, "Miss  Cathy, I always get that messed up ! "  Miss Cathy replied, "It' s ok Irene. 
You had such a great idea going over to the alphabet poster to help you out. That was 
great ! "  This conversation seemed to prompt Amanda to go over to the wall and check 
her letter B '  s as well. She then went back and changed the letter to go the right way 
and Miss Cathy reinforced that it was great the students "were using the room to help 
them with their letters ."  She then asked what else they could use in the room to help 
them. 
Miss Cathy: I love how Amanda and Irene used our alphabet poster 
on the wall. 
If we are having trouble remembering what way our 
letters go what else could we use in the room that will 
help? 
Calvin : The word wall ! 
Miss Cathy: That would be an excellent place we could check! 
Ella: Uh, our cubbies? 
Miss Cathy: What is on our cubbies? 
Ella: Our names. 
Miss Cathy: Yes ,  we could use our name tags on our cubbies . 
Avery: 
Anything 
Our alphabet book ! 
Or our journals ,  the back there is the alphabet. 
Miss Cathy: Very good! There a ton of different placed we could 
check we need help ! 
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Environmental print played a role in the classroom guiding students to use the 
entire classroom as a resource to help with their learning. Students knew that there 
were letter, numbers, words, colors, all around the room that they are able to look at 
and help them with their understanding of those skills. 
Miss Cathy encouraged the students to use their oral language and the room 
itself to guide their learning. Between prompting and continuous conversation, Miss 
Cathy set students up for success  and to discover concepts on their own without 
simply being told an answer. 
Summary 
During this first week, it was interesting for me to see how much the students 
talked. Oral language seemed to be the major component in supporting the students ' 
learning of new concepts . The teacher and the students engaged in conversations, 
which scaffold their learning. When figuring out what resources could used around 
the room for help, Miss Cathy engaged the students a question/answer 
conversation. Miss Cathy prompted students to come with ideas as to where they 
could look for help. She also started out by praising Amanda for the alphabet 
chart and then went into asking questions about other resources. Oral language also 
helped when s tudents were engaged activities that promoted social skills .  Students 
were able to talk about problems and figure out a solution. When analyzing the 
interviews and observing, it seems as though the 
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general idea about print and literacy because of their simplistic answers and their idea 
that coloring is writing. 
Observation and Conversations-Week 2 
During the second week, I continued to observe the students during their center 
time and also started having conversations with them. While a group of four students 
were playing in the "kitchen" center, I noticed they started playing a game of house 
together. As I continued to observe, I noticed that the one "leader" of the group 
started to designate rolls to the other three. Avery decided she was the mom, Celia 
was the dad, Calvin was the dog, and Amanda was the baby. It was clear to me that 
gender did not play a role as to the character of each student. It did not matter if a 
male student played the role of the father or if a female student played role of the 
mother. A very told Celia she needed to go to work for the day and come back when 
it was dinner time. She then pretended to put the baby, Amanda, in the car so they 
could go to W egmans. I asked A very about her imaginative trip to W egmans. 
Jenn: 
Avery: 
Amanda: 
Avery: 
Jenn: 
What are you going to W egmans 
get food ! That ' s  what my mommy does . 
I I go to Wegrnans too .  But when I go 
shopping I usually bring a list. mom 
bring a list? 
list? 
My mom does ! 
Oh yeah, rny mom does too. 
What is on their list? 
I don't know, I read ! I think wants . 
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Calvin: My mom has coupons. 
Avery: My mom doesn't. 
Jenn: Those are some things people bring to the grocery 
store. Maybe we can make son1e for our center. 
Amanda/ Avery: Yeah ! 
I watched the four students make grocery lists and coupons. Their grocery 
list contained scribbles to represent the items; however, they told me what each 
scribble meant: Milk, Go-Gurts, Lunchables, and cookies . I then tried to extend their 
thinking about writing 
Jenn: 
Cecil: 
Jenn: 
Amanda: 
Avery: 
Jenn: 
Avery: 
Calvin: 
Why do you think people write lists? 
To know what they want? 
That is one reason ! Sometimes I forget so I need to 
write things down. Why else do you think people 
write? 
Urn, maybe to tell other people to do ..,,L.,,.L"LjO.,U . 
Yeah, and like words. 
Right ! Sometimes we write things down to ask others 
to do them and we write words down so they can read 
them. 
I can write my name. 
Me too ! 
I finished observing this group and watched how they incorporated reading, 
writing, listening, speaking, and viewing within their learning centers and free play. 
Most of the time, the group acted out "real-life" situations that happened at home or 
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things they did with their families  such as getting ready to go to W egmans, making 
dinner, and getting ready for school. They also worked out problems through 
reasoning with each other. For example, at times ,  I observed some of the students 
pushing and shoving or taking a toy away from another child. But, they were quick to 
explain their reasoning to Miss Cathy who would often intervene to mediate the 
situation and have the students work together fix the problem. Many times, there 
would be an argument over a toy that two students wanted to have. Miss  Cathy would 
first see if the two could work out the problem on his/her own. If not, she would step 
in and ask what a better choice could be for playing with the toy. She may ask if they 
could share or if both students could take five minute turns with the toy. Miss Cathy 
would give examples on how to use the toy or ask what the students felt could be a 
better choice than arguing. 
I noticed that writing activitie s  occurred more often in the dramatic play 
scenarios, which took place in the kitchen center than in other centers. though 
paper and writing utensils were not always supplied, some the girls would pretend 
hand was a piece of paper and pretend to write on their hand. When I would ask 
them about what they were writing, before we talked about making lists, Avery and 
both told me they write "stuff' but did not any specifics . 
Summary 
This week, I found it interesting to see students took day 
such as the ones and wove literacy them as they played 
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together. Simple situations, such as going to the store or making cookies at home, can 
be turned into a learning experience within the classroom. 
Multisensory Activities-Week 3 
After observing the students and the teacher for two weeks, I began 
working with my own group of seven students, Amanda, Celia, Calvin, Irene, Ethan, 
Ella, and A very doing multisensory activities during centers. The first day we used 
shaving cream to write letters on cookie sheets. I chose this activity to do first to give 
me an idea as to where each child was in regards to his/her knowledge of writing 
letters . During my time observing the class in the beginning, I had noticed students 
writing letters during their time coloring or with Miss Cathy. 
Shaving cream is a great tactile way to write letters because of the different 
sensations the shaving cream and the table creates .  The smell of the shaving 
crearn also enabled the students ' sense of smell in this activity. I broke up the group 
of seven students I had into two groups, picked in no particular order. I gave each 
student a pile of shaving cream on a cookie to spread around and make letters 
on with their fingers . I wrote the letter ' 1&,.. ' on the white board so the students had a 
visual representation to use as a resource when making their letters . We did the first 
seven of the alphabet C,  the 
alphabet up for each activity. Having the students do the entire alphabet in one sitting 
would most likely difficult because of how long it would take. Most 
preschoolers have not yet built up their academic stamina to sit through an activity 
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lasting longer than 20 minutes based on personal experience. I believe that direct 
instruction of letter writing is developmental appropriate for preschoolers as long as 
time is managed wisely. 
Throughout the activity with shaving cream, I noticed that all seven students 
looked at the white board to see how to make their letters . Some students looked at 
the white board for each letter before and after they wrote it, while others only looked 
to check to make sure they wrote it correctly. They also looked at the alphabet poster 
to see what letter I would ask for next because I was going in ABC order. 
Jenn: 
Celia: 
Avery: 
Ethan : 
Can we write the letter A? I will write it on my white 
board too. 
This is hard ! 
I have a letter A in my name ! Avery! "  
tv1y teacher teaches us this !  Hey Avery, I have the letter 
my name too ! 
Jenn: Celia, would you like help? Let ' s  see if we can write 
the letter A together. 
Celia Ok, I just don' t  know how to do it. 
[ I  help her with the letter A by taking her hand and 
helping her make the letter ] 
Jenn: Now trace the letter A we just made together 
Celia: That wasn' t  hard! 
While Celia and I carried most of the conversation, the others continued to 
the letter A multiple the shaving cream. I decided to work with Celia 
more closely at first because she seemed to be upset that her was not looking like 
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the one I had used in my model. She seemed to have the right idea, except she was 
writing the letter sideways . This prompted me to help her write the letter the correct 
way and then having her trace it on her own. 
Many of the students were able to work independently with the task of writing 
letters in the shaving cream. Every student enjoyed being able to play with the 
shaving cream. When we were done making letters, all of the students decided to 
write his/her name in the shaving cream. 
The fol lowing day, I brought in trays of colored sand and repeated the activity 
from the day before with only sand with letters I, J, K, L, M, N ,  0, P and Q. 
(Please describe what happen with the sand and the letters on this day.) On the third 
day, we finished making the alphabet using Play-Doh to make the letters R, S,  
T ,U,V,W,X,Y and 
Some letters, such as J ,  K, S ,  and Z proved to difficult 
students to create. I believe those letters were more difficult "" "' "' " ' "� a  
directionality of the letters. For example, Amanda, Calvin, Ella, and 
going the opposite way as well as the letter ' S '  for Amanda, Ella, 
the 
drew their 
and Irene.  
I recognized through this activity that the students ' fine motor skills are still 
developing because drew the letter ' B '  with a large half circle for the first hump and 
a smaller half circle to complete 
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I wondered if the type of multi-sensory materials the students used made the 
letters more difficult to create. I questioned if there might be a better "material" to 
use for this activity? Therefore, on the fourth day of week three, I decided to try out 
those letters (B, D,  J ,  K, S ,  and Z) using all three materials (shaving cream, sand, and 
play-doh) to see if and how the material influenced the students ' abilities to create the 
letters . Even though the students loved to play in all of the materials ,  shaving cream 
proved to be more "usable" for tricky letters listed above. All of the students were 
able to manipulate the shaving cream easier to create letters . The sand also seemed to 
be easier for the students to manipulate because it was easy for them to push around 
with their fingers . P lay-doh took the students more time to manipulate and roll out as 
they attempted to create the desired letter. I noticed that four students (Celia, Ella, 
Irene, and Avery) had a difficult time rolling out the play-doh or moving it into the 
letter shape. Those four out of the seven students would ask for help roliing out the 
play-doh for each letter or easily got discouraged when they could not move the play­
doh to make the letter. Those four students listed seemed to have not yet acquired the 
strength to roll out the play-doh as well . 
The use of different materials helped students become more hands-on with 
their learning. finding the material is key to a successful multisensory 
out different materials ,  I was able to out which one worked 
best of all students and which ones may be better for older students and/or a different 
kind of activity. 
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I was able to see a pattern between the letters that the students had trouble 
with the letters, (B, D, 1, K, S, and Z), because they seem more complex and intricate 
for littler hands to manipulate. Also the relevance of the letters may play a factor as to 
which letters were more difficult. Many of the students did not have the above letters 
in his/her name so each student may not be as familiar with writing those particular 
letters . 
Summary 
Conducting multisensory activities  from this week helped me reflect upon 
what else I could be used in the classroom along with these activities to tie the letter 
concept together. Using their names as a starting point may have been a better choice 
because they are familiar with those letters . Because I was only had a small amount of 
with the students, I reflected upon I would do future students .  
the above throughout I would taught songs that went 
along with the letters we were learning. I decided to use songs that went along with 
we were 
activities .  Songs all ow children to say and listen to letters; some songs also had 
movements that encouraged children to use his/her body while  singing. Also, finding 
l etters within read aloud books and within the room would be a good connecting 
activity. Students are able to see how 
could work on their motor skills by ...., ...._ ,, ._U_Jlj;;;. out 
them on paper. All of these activities can tie together to reinforce not only making the 
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letters but seeing them in print and hearing them in songs. Also, the letters in 
student' s  name help them understand that letters/words contain meaning. 
Multi-Sensory Activities- Week 4 
During the fourth week, I added singing and movement to our multisensory 
activities to incorporate more of the senses. We began our first day of activities this 
week by singing "The Alphabet Song" (see Appendix D) they had learned at the 
beginning of the school year. The lyrics of the song focus on the letters and letter 
sounds. Also, as I indicated during the discussion of the first week of activities many 
of the students in this study reversed some of their letters so I decided to focus on 
activities that would have them manipulate the letters so they could explore 
directionality of the letters . It is not uncommon for students to reverse letters while 
need more practice and guidance to learn how to correctly write the letter. 
Since the students were learning about springtime plants, I decided to 
my group of seven students use seeds to create the letters . Using the letters from 
previous week that proved difficult students S ,  I wrote 
on its own of construction paper with marker. The first day, we 
D and J .  We traced them our finger before and 
we glued on. After discussing each letter, I had the students glue 
sunflower seeds to the construction paper to outline the letter. After the seeds dried, 
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we used our fingers to trace the sunflower seed outlines of each letter while saying 
the name of the letter and the sound it makes .  The students seemed to enjoy thi s  
activity and asked what other letters we could make. I t  was interesting to  see how 
students glued on their seeds . Some students used many seeds and made sure each 
one touched the next one, while others put more spaces in between the seeds. 
Ella: 
Miss  Jenn: 
E lla :  
Calvin: 
Miss Jenn: 
Calvin: 
Miss Jenn, Calvin didn't  use all of his seeds ! 
That is ok Ella, can you still see what letter he 
made? 
Yeah, he made a J .  
I didn' t  want to  use  all of the seeds. 
That is ok, Calvin. You did not have to use them 
all ! We just want to make sure we can tell what 
letter you made. 
I made a J !  
We then talked about what words start with those letters and I wrote them on 
the whiteboard. S ome of the words that the students came up with were: bug, dog, 
jump. The following we did same steps S and Some 
words the students came up with were : kite, shovel, and zebra. 
On the third day of the fourth 
B ,  D,  J ,  K, S ,  and and moved around the room magnifying glasses to 
see we could spot letters anywhere S tudents found the "tricky" on 
word wall, cubbies, books, center labels, kitchen center on the fake food, and on 
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posters on the wall .  As we found them, we traced them with our fingers as well and 
said the name of the letter. The students really seemed to enjoy this and they were 
able to find more resources around the room for them to use. 
Being able to pinpoint the "tricky" letters for these students helped me p lan 
my activities around it. I used the term "tricky" with the students because Miss Cathy 
used that term already when describing activities, concepts, or skills that may be  
difficult for some students. I incorporated classroom resources because Miss Cathy 
already encouraged her class to use environmental print to help them. 
Summary 
This week, I was able to reinforce some of our learning by using singing, 
tracing, and using the room as a resource .  However, as stated above, I believe this 
should be these activities should be used every day to build upon learning. We were 
only able to do these activities for thirty minutes to an hour. I were able to spread 
out these activities throughout the day, I think it would have enhanced learning. 
able to watch the students explore the room and find with 
magnifying glass \vas interesting to vvatch. I do not think at first the students realized 
how many items in the classrootn had print on By the end our scavenger hunt, 
some students found on the bottom of toys, on the tags of their 
blankets ,  and even under the sink. I think these activities showed the students 
how much literacy is in our everyday life. 
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Multi-Sensory Activities-Week 5 
For the last week of multisensory activities, the students and I continued to 
work on letter-sound recognition. This week, I decided to have the students apply 
what they had learned throughout the school year and during the three weeks of my 
study to create a collaborative writing piece. The reason I chose this idea was to bring 
all seven students together as a whole. As stated before, the seven students were split 
up into two groups so that I could focus on smaller group sizes . I wanted the seven 
students to work together on a writing piece because I felt each one would be able to 
contribute to the thought process or the writing piece and the final product. 
Foil owing the springtime theme in the classroom, the students and I 
brainstormed a list of words on chart paper that they thought would go along with the 
idea of spring. 
J enn: Because we are talking about springtime the past few 
weeks, I thought we could write about what you have 
learned with Miss Cathy. 
Like write a story? 
Jenn: Yes, we are going to make a class book together about 
spnng. 
Celia Oh! ! Can we draw pictures?? 
Of course we will, we will authors and illustrators of 
our book. 
conversations and excitement begin to over the group] 
Ok, ok. First we have to come up with some ideas to 
put into our writing. What are some things you have 
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learned about from Miss  Cathy about springtime? I will 
write down our ideas on chart paper. 
Ethan: It gets warmer outside ! 
Amanda: We see butterflies ,  oh and some bees too ! 
Ella: Ah! I hate bees ! They scare me ! I hate spring ! 
Avery: What? You hate spring? That ' s  silly! 
Jenn: Yes, we do see butterflies, and there are some bees .  
Amanda: We get lots and lots of flowers in the ground! 
Jenn: Oh yes !  The flowers are my favorite part of springtime ! 
What happens to the trees? 
Celia: Urn, they grow? 
Calvin: Yeah !  They get huger! 
Jenn: Yes, they may grow bigger. But, what about the leaves? 
Are there leaves on the tree during the winter? 
Avery: No ! They grow too ! 
1 enn: The leaves do grow· on the trees and they get fuller and 
greener! 
Celia: Then we can go in the shade and read books. My 
mommy reads me books in the shade. 
J enn: That is a very nice  thing to do outside ! What are some 
other things we can do outside when it is springtime? 
Irene, what do you like to do outside? 
Irene : I like to play. 
J enn: Do you think you can play outside more during 
springtime? 
[ Irene nods head yes] 
I like to play basketball. 
Jenn: How fun! the springtime we can go outside and play 
basketball or baseball because the weather is nicer. I 
think we have a great list so far. Let ' s  see what we 
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to do next to start writing and we can add onto our list 
if we think of anything else ! 
As each student gave an idea, another student would think of something else 
or have something to say about an idea given. AU seven students made connections 
when we talked about the trees growing and Celia knew that her mom reads to her in 
the shade when the tree grows .  Each student was able to participate and contribute to 
our conversation. 
The following day we began to write our story about spring. I cut out poster 
paper of a large head of a flower for us to use as our book. We wrote our sentences as 
a class as interactive writing on sentence strips to glue onto the flower. I had the 
group help sound out the letters and each had a copy of the alphabet linking chart (see 
Appendix F) to use. 
Jenn: Ok friends, we are going to come up with sentences 
about springtime from our list of words. I thought we 
could title our book "How I Know It Is Springtime". 
Our sentence starter can be know it is  springtime 
when . . .  " 
[I write our sentence starter on a sentence strip] 
should I do look at our 
Calvin: When you see bees ! 
Bees and what else did we put on our l ist, Calvin? 
Calvin: Butterflies ! 
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1 enn: Come up here and help me write that please. We will 
write 'we see bees and butterflies ' .  What does the word 
'we '  start with? 
Calvin: Um, Y? 
Jenn: It ' s  'wha' like 'watch' .  
[Calvin checks his alphabet chart] 
Calvin: W? 
Jenn: Yes ! W and then an E.  
[Calvin wrote 'we'  on the sentence strip] 
Jenn: As Calvin is writing, can we make the letter 'W' in the 
air? 
We finish our writing piece as each student shared and idea and comes up to 
write came up to the board to help me write their idea as a part of interactive writing. 
As each student wrote, I asked the rest of the group to either make a letter in the air, 
back, or on 
relationships using a multisensory way of practicing how to make the letters . Our 
finished story read: 
I know it is springtime when we see bees and butterflies. 
We see flowers in the ground. The trees have leaves and grow. 
The weather is warmer. We go outside to play games. 
On the last day, each student drew a picture to go along with our story and we 
pasted them around our flower book. Each student was able  to contribute to our final 
proj ect and come up his/her own ideas through conversation. 
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Summary 
Again, conversation played a major role for our collaborative book. Students 
were able to bounce ideas off of each other and talk about their own personal 
experiences with springtime which led to making connections with each other. 
Students are able to be engaged in their own learning when they are responsible for it. 
For example, the group of the students knew that they were creating their own book. 
The students were the ones who came up with the ideas and turned it into a story. 
With prompting from myself, they were able to take their own ideas about springtime 
and contribute to the class book. Students were motivated because they were excited 
about creating something as a class .  Keeping students motivated and engaged can be 
a problem though, especially when only one person is doing the work at a time. When 
each student was coming up to participate in interactive writing, I noticed some 
students getting restless. Having the students who were not writing 
the air or on another student' s  back helped keep the students involved and also 
expanded upon their own learning of letters with practice. 
Conversations/Observations-Week 6 
the final 
tn 
students about their thoughts about literacy. All seven students were still very ""'"'''·"·" .... ,.... 
about the book we had made and wanted to read it out loud to others . We decided to 
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go around to different classrooms to share our book and they were able to read it to 
others which also helped them practice reading aloud. 
Jenn: 
Ella: 
Jenn: 
Celia: 
Jenn: 
Irene: 
Jenn: 
Calvin: 
Jenn: 
What did you think about reading and writing? 
I think it ' s  fun. I like make letters in the sand and stuff. 
Do you think writing our book was fun? 
Yeah, but it was kind of hard too. Writing is hard. 
Yes, it can be hard but you will get better and better at it. 
Will we do more books when we are grownups? 
You might! You might even make even longer books ! 
Wow! Like a billion pages? 
That would be a lot! 
Everyone in the group seemed very positive about their literacy experiences. 
For example, Avery was very interested in using her alphabet chart to make a 
birthday card for her mother, and Celia, Irene, and Ella wanted to play in kitchen 
because of the notebooks they could use to write. Now that were able to 
contribute to a 
read and write. 
were looking forward to more opportunities to 
Summary 
activities including using shaving cream, play-doh, 
promoted literacy skills . the of the six weeks, I noticed that all seven students 
were infusing letters into their pictures and also just simply writing letters without 
Cathy 
All of the students were using alphabet charts more that 
given to them beginning of the year. 
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Chapter 5 :  Conclusions and Recommendations 
The focus of this study has been to learn what happens when I integrated 
multisensory approaches into literacy instruction for preschoolers . The multisensory 
approaches that I used involved oral language, conversations with students during 
guided activities and free play, hand-on activities creating letters with sand, play-doh, 
and seeds, songs, and visual resources within the room including alphabet posters and 
familiar print. 
My research question was : How does incorporating multisensory approaches 
into literacy instruction influence the literacy development of preschoolers? The 
finding from the study indicate that preschoolers may benefit from including 
multisensory approaches to literacy instruction into everyday activities and that 
teachers can implement multisensory activities into the curriculum already set 
place. 
The findings from this study suggest that use multisensory activities within 
literacy learning support students through literacy. Multisensory activities enable 
preschoolers to explore aspects of speaking, listening, viewing, reading and writing as 
well as expanding upon their skills .  
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Conclusions 
Preschool teachers need to remain aware of the influence that multisensory 
activities can provide preschoolers in literacy. Cronin, Farrell, and Delaney ( 1 999) 
suggest that using multisensory approaches along with environmental print influences  
preschoolers to  learn that word and may learn more quickly when i t  i s  attached to  a 
logo he/she is has already familiarized. 
The Use of Multisensory Activities Enabled Preschoolers to Development of 
Oral Language and Problem Solving Skills 
The use of multisensory activities and environmental print can enhance 
preschoolers ' learning and can be to scaffold learning (Clay, 2005) .  Ruston and 
Schwanenflugel (20 1 0) looked at how the use of oral language in conversations 
enhanced a preschooler' s development of expressive language. The results of this 
study showed a significant improvement preschoolers lexical diversity and use of 
expressive vocabulary. Each preschooler was given a pretest using the JLJ "" ''-'.._ '"' ,J U  
Vocabulary Test (EVT) and also tested on lexical diversity. Those who received the 
extra time with genuine conversations did much better than those who did not. This 
study shows how important oral language is and how conversations can aid in a 
preschoolers understanding of language. 
I found that when students were able to talk through problems that arose 
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during center play they were able to work together and use language to problem 
solve. For example, when cleaning up after an activity, too many students were trying 
to put magnet letters away in a small j ar causing some of the magnets to fall onto the 
floor. By talking about the problem, the students were able to problem solve and 
designate one person to put the magnet letters into the jar while the others picked up 
all of the letters that had fallen onto the floor. Oral language was something that was 
used every day between me and the students, as well as between students, and helped 
students to understand new concepts by talking to each other. 
Using Multisensory Activities Engage Students In Own Learning of Literacy 
When Scheffel, Shaw, and Shaw (2008) conducted a study looking at how 
effective a supplementary multisensory reading program was with first grade 
students, they suggested that multisensory approaches embrace many ways of 
learning, using visual, auditory, and kinesthetic teachings of phonetic concepts, 
encoding/decoding words, writing/reading sentences, and vocabulary words, therefore 
first graders -vvere to 
and strategies in many difierent ways which in tum is not a one size fits all teaching 
plan. By  incorporating varying ways of teaching/learning, students were able to be in 
charge of their own learning. I incorporated visual, auditory, and kinesthetic ways of 
teaching into my activities . All of the students in my study were engaged in his/her 
own learning and fully each multisensory activity. 
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Play Encourages the Use of the Senses and Incorporates Literacy and Home 
Connections 
Student play also impacted the results of this study. Everyday play showed 
how students viewed life that was around them. Students were able to incorporate 
what they saw being done at home into their own pretend play. Making grocery lists, 
coupons, and menus encouraged students to expand upon their thinking of play and 
literacy. Students physically pretended to write grocery lists and also listened to 
others about new ideas to incorporate into play. Students would pretend to smell food 
cooking in the play kitchen and even asked to bring real food in to try. 
Implications for Student Learning 
I believe students may benefit from the concepts and ideas behind my research 
in a few ways. 
Speaking Enabled Children to Begin to Develop Higher Thinking 
Through the use oral language, students will be able to orally discuss and 
problem solve, Oral language was a major theme that resulted this study, at times 
overriding learning from multisensory activities . Allowing students to encourages  
to  be able to  expand their thinking and use each other to  make connections or  
problem solve. 
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Students Can Find Their Own Learning Style Through Senses 
When students are introduced to different ways of learning, as they grow older 
they will be able to understand how they learn best. Some will realize they are visual 
learners, while others may be more auditory. By experimenting with multisensory 
activities, students will be able to figure out what works best for them in a learning 
environment. B ecause preschoolers are stil l  too young to understand that concept, 
teachers introducing many different ways of learning will enable students to begin 
learning in different styles at a younger age. 
Pretend Play Encouraged Social Skills 
Students who are actively engaged in pretend play can build social skills as 
well as literacy skills . Pretend play involved reading, writing, speaking, visual and 
listening. All of these pieces of literacy are tied together in pretend play encouraging 
students to engage in literacy in different Each day be a of 
pretend play which pushes students to think of new ways to make pretend play work. 
Students need to in character" order to pretend. One day they may be mothers, 
next they may be doctors . Each brings their own thinking of how that character 
would act into pretend play. 
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Implications for My Future Teaching 
The findings and the conclusions drawn from this study will inform my future 
work as a teacher in several ways . 
Students Should Be Actively Engaged In Their Learning 
First, I will continue to use multisensory activities for literacy tasks . I will 
include the use of senses in activities, specifically being able to feel, listen and see 
during activities. Multisensory activities engage students with their learning and 
enable them to be 'hands-on. ' In the chapters one and two, I discussed how the 
traditional ways of teaching, such as skill and drill, may not be the most beneficial 
way to teach students (Piaget, 1 973) .  Students need to be active in his/her learning 
and discover concepts on his/her own. Simply practicing how to write letters is not 
enough for students to internally understand what makes that letter unique. By pairing 
literacy skills with songs, poems, and hands-on activities, students are able to take on 
a deeper understanding of concepts . This came to life my study when students were 
able to connect letters they were making during our seed letter activities to 
words of songs we had sung. traditional way of teaching, as discussed in 
chapters one and two, in all types of instruction including literacy, focuses on 
._ ..._....,,"" . . L .., ..,  listening and watching the teacher. Students, who are engaged in hand-on 
activities, using more than one of their senses, are more likely to retain information 
and are able to build upon that knowledge because they have physically learned it 
(Piaget, 1 973 ) .  and sense of 
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touch to look at and manipulate letters as well as hearing letters sounds in songs and 
conversation. 
Authentic Experiences/Environmental Print Influences Learning 
When thinking of how to plan and conduct multisensory activities I must think 
about what obj ectives I would like my students to meet or what goal I want for my 
students to have achieved by the end of the lesson. The use of multisensory activities 
is much more productive when joined with authentic experiences such as viewing and 
discussing logos and activities that are seen in everyday life for preschoolers, or 
connecting letters or words posters or books seen every day. Viewing or experiencing 
environmental print -print, symbols, and logos, which are all around children on a 
daily basis - is just one of the ways in which young children, start to understand that 
there is meaning behind a symbol or that print carries meaning. Some young children 
may know the "golden arches" 
an itnportant step in how a child emerges in his or her literacy development. 
Preschoolers are beginning to understand literary " "'"""' " ""nr c a 
relationship (Pullen & Justice, 2003). 
Language Aids in Problem Solving Skills 
My findings also suggest that oral language plays a significant part when it 
comes to literacy and social Students were to to each to problem 
during play encouraging the use of social skills .  During the multisensory 
activities, conversation was used during each activity to expand upon learning and 
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reach higher level thinking by being able to connect letters to other known knowledge 
such as letters within his/her name. I will continue to encourage my students to talk 
to each other and work out problems to evaluate their thinking process and see what 
my next steps can be to help them. Talking to each other also promotes speaking and 
listening skills . Oral language is used in and out of an academic setting and can help 
benefit students throughout their entire lifetime. 
Recommendations for Future Researchers 
Use Home/School Connection to Give Insight to Previous Learning and Literacy 
Used In the Home 
Through this study I examined the use of multisensory activities using the 
senses of sight, hearing, and feeling in a preschool classroom to see if using multiple 
sense vvould influence literacy learning. There are several areas in v,rhich this st11dy 
could be expanded upon and continued. Observations of student in the home and 
conversations with them and their parents may provide opportunities to see how the 
activities in 
what each student has been exposed to before preschool and how literacy is valued. 
Multiple UPK Classrooms to Obtain Scope Of Study 
Expansion of this study includes to study across different UPK classes within 
the school district to see how teacher is using literacy and multisensory 
Because was no set lJPK state standards at the time of the study, 
researchers could see how teachers and students who focus more on multisensory 
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activities in the classroom as oppose to those who do teach in a more "traditional" 
way yield the same or different results. 
Use Multisensory Curriculum to Enhance Student Learning 
Another expansion of this study is to create a curriculum based around 
multisensory activities in all subject areas . This could enhance students ' learning and 
development and start a common curriculum throughout the school district for UPK. 
Lengthen Study Time and Study Group Size 
Data collection across  an entire school year and comprising of several UPK 
classes will yield more results . In this study I focused on seven preschoolers over the 
course of six weeks. Using more students during a longer time frame will show 
student growth in literacy with the use of rnultisensory activities .  
Recommendations for Teachers 
Preschool teachers to be attentive of the ways in which multisensory 
activities are Activities  should be  well planned and interconnect into other 
activities to n1ake the1n rnore valuable. 
Multisensory literacy activities should be used in a rich environment to 
enhance learning and encourage students to make connections . Preschoolers use their 
understanding of the alphabet and phonological awareness to start decoding and 
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recognizing words in their environments .  Conversations should also be encouraged 
through these activities and in center play to promote student' s ability in literacy for 
listening, viewing, and speaking. 
Monitor and Adjust All Activities 
All teachers need to monitor and adjust their activities as they see fit. 
Teachers need to carefully observe how students are reacting and engaging with 
activities and adjust activities to best meet student needs. Just as the play-doh letters 
seemed too hard for some students, I had to make a note to myself that this probably 
would be something I could do as they got older and more advanced. Also, the 
preschoolers had not yet used play-doh in the way I was asking thetn to for creating 
letters . Because it was a new activity to create letters with play-doh is may have been 
another factor that made the task difficult. The sand and shaving cream seemed to 
work best for the students to manipulate and use. 
It is my belief that the aforementioned recommendation will prove valuable to 
both preschool teachers and teacher researchers in future work with 
multisensory activities  in preschool. Through multisensory activities in literacy and 
oral language, students can benefit from each which may influence their literacy 
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Final Thoughts 
Using hands-on, multisensory approaches using listening, speaking, viewing, 
and feeling can encourage preschoolers to work through new concepts, literacy, and 
social situations. Also, talking with students helped promote their language skills and 
gave them opportunities to use language to problem solve. More importantly, I used 
this study to find out how preschool teachers can use multisensory approaches by 
incorporating the use of senses into literacy activities in preschool classrooms and 
engage young children in reading, writing, speaking, viewing and listening activities .  
Students ' behaviors and social skills also provided infom1ation a s  to  how all areas of  
literacy are represented in the classroom and everyday Throughout his or her 
day, a preschooler is continually being introduced to new concepts,  and benefits from 
appealing ways to explore those new concepts . 
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Appendix B 
Student Interview Questions 
Adapted from Kidwatching (2002) by Owocki & Goodman 
1 .  What is your favorite thing to do when you are at school? 
2. Do you think reading is fun? Why? 
3 .  D o  you think writing i s  fun? Why? 
4. Do you think you are a good reader? Why? 
5 .  Do you think you are a good writer? Why? 
6. What is reading? 
8 .  D o  you think your teacher l ikes to read and write? 
9 .  Why do you read? 
1 0 . Why do you write? 
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Appendix C 
Teacher Interview Questions 
1 .  What is your definition of literacy? Reading writing 
speaking . . . . understanding of print/symbols, involving yourself with text 
environmental print, contains meaning not just reading or writing 
2 .How do you use reading/writing/speaking/viewing in the classroom? read 
alouds, j ournals, word walls , independent reading, coloring, literacy bags . 
3 .Do you provide materials to enhance literacy in your learning centers? 
(Example: paper in the kitchen area) 
4. Do you use multisensory approaches for literacy activities? If so, what do 
you do? 
5 .  How do you think your students feel about literacy? 
6. What literacy activities do you do on a daily basis your class? 
7 .  How do your views of literacy influence your organization of the 
classroom? 
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A-a-Apple 
B-b-Butterfly 
C-c-Cat 
D-d-Dog 
E-e-Elephant 
F-f-Fish 
G-g-Goose (What a dish ! )  
H-h-House 
Ice Cream 
J-j -Jam 
L-1-Lollypop 
M-m-Mouse 
N-n-Nest (What a house ! )  
0-o-Octopus 
Q-q-Queen 
S-s-Snake 
Appendix D 
Sang to the ABC' s  
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V-v-Violin 
W-w-Watch 
X-x-X-ray 
Y-y-Yo-Yo 
Z-z-Zebra 
U-u-Umbrella 
Appendix E 
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